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如图中左上部分所示，预训练模型平等地提取视觉特征，并直接将其传递给下游任务。然而，当感知到
引擎咆哮声时，描绘“汽车”的视觉区域应该受到比“树木”的区域受到更多的关注。同时，当观察到汽车时，
应当集中注意引擎声音的音频片段。因此，编码器不仅应该平等地提取当前模态的模态特定信息，而且
还应突出与其他模态相关的信息，以增强在下游任务中跨多种模态合并特征的能力。

As depicted in (a), the pre-trained model equally extracts visual features and directly passes them to 
downstream tasks.
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演示文稿备注
In recent years, the deployment of large-scale pre-trained models in audio-visual downstream tasks has yielded remarkable outcomes. However, these models, primarily trained on single-modality unconstrained datasets, still encounter challenges in feature extraction for multi-modal tasks, leading to suboptimal performance.
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However, when perceiving the roaring sound of an engine, the visual region depicting a "car" should receive 
more attention than the region of "trees". Simultaneously, when observing the car, it is crucial to 
concentrate on the audio segments of the engine sound.  Therefore, the encoder should not only equally 
extract modal-specific information from the current modality, but also highlight information related to other 
modalities to enhance feature fusion across diverse modalities in downstream tasks.
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The success of prompt learning in large language models (LLMs) has recently sparked growing research interest in multi-modal prompt learning. While these approaches enable adaptive adjustment of input features using text-based prompt templates for downstream tasks, an important question arises: Can audio or video serve as innovative prompt templates to enhance task comprehension for pre-trained models and guide adaptive feature extraction of the counterpart modality? Our findings suggest a positive answer to this question.
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Shown in (b), take visual modality, our visual features contain fine-grained, task-specific information under 
the guidance of audio prompts.
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In this paper, we present the Dual-Guided Spatial-Channel-Temporal (DG-SCT) attention mechanism, designed to adaptively adjust feature extraction of pre-trained models based on audio-visual input.
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Specifically, DG-SCT is injected into every layer of frozen pre-trained audio and visual encoders. This 
mechanism utilizes audio and visual modalities to guide the feature extraction of their respective 
counterpart modalities across spatial, channel, and temporal dimensions.
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Notably, our approach adds only a limited number of parameters for the interaction layer, while keeping the original parameters of the large-scale pre-trained models frozen.
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02-1 Adding DG-SCT modules

Now, let’s have a brief introduction about how to add DG-SCT modules into Visual and Audio encoders, thus 
finetuning these two encoders.
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Now, Let’s delve deeper into our approach.
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1) multi-head attention (MHA)
2) multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
3) dual-guided spatial-channel-temporal attention (DG-SCT)



02-1 Adding DG-SCT modules
How to add DG-SCT modules into Visual and Audio encoders?
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DG-SCT
Audio as guidance (A2V)

DG-SCT
Video as guidance (V2A)
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As shown in the equation, vl and al are intermediate representation of visual and audio modalities, Usually, the block of the transformer-based encoders has multi-head attention follows with an MLP. This is where we introduce our DG-SCT module, represented as the ‘omega’ function in our formulation. For video representations, DG-SCT module leverages audio guidance, whereas for audio representations, it utilizes visual guidance.
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Now for the details of DG-SCT. Take video representation, audio modality serves as soft prompt to generate channel attentive maps, spatial attentive maps and temporal attentive gates, emphasizing informative features of the visual modality.
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03-1 Audio-visual downstream tasks
· AVE

· AVVP
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We conduct comprehensive experiments on four datasets, including AVE, AVVP, 



03-2 Audio-visual downstream tasks
· AVS

· AVQA
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AVS, and AVQA, as well as our newly proposed few-shot/zero-shot audio-visual tasks. Across 25 experimental settings, our approach achieves state-of-the-art results on 19 of them.



03-3 Few-shot/zero-shot tasks

our approach demonstrates robust generalizability and holds potential for application in more audio-visual 
scenarios in the future.
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Qualitative analysis
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下面进行实验分析。



04 
Qualitative
analysis
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we employ t-SNE to visualize the learned audio and visual features and compare features generated by our model with features generated by baseline without DG-SCT, on various tasks. As we can see, features extracted by the proposed DG-SCT are more intra-class compact and more inter-class separable. These meaningful visualizations further demonstrate that the DG-SCT model successfully learns compact and discriminative features for each modality across diverse downstream tasks.
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